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Basic principles
Health monitoring of laboratory rodent co-
lonies is based on three principles:

1. A few animals can be sampled for exam-
imation, but the results can be used to

describe the whole colony.

2. If one animal is found to be infected
with a certain organism the whole co-
lony is considered infected with that par-
ticular organism.

3. If no animals are found to be infected
with a certain organism the whole co-
lony is considered free of that particular
organism.

If these principles are to have any validity
statistical evaluation of the results must be a

demand.

Random sampling
The basic principle No l presupposes inde—

pendence between the animals sampled. One

can define the group to sample from, e.g. if a

certain change looked for in histopathology
is only found in animals of a certain age, all

animals sampled should be of that age. Sen-
su strictu, the results will only be valid for

animals of that age, but we assume that the
change is not found in animals of the speci-

fied age they are not found at all. When one

or several of such criteria have been made
out, it is of vital importance to sample

among the animals fulfilling these criteria in
a way that avoids the influence of other cri-
teria, e.g. animals must not be sampled from

the same cage, from the same end of the unit

etc. If such independence claims are not ful—

filled, the conclusion cannot be extended to

cover all animals Within the unit.

Chaise ofmethod and sample size
Prevalence

The fraction of animals in a colony infected
at a certain moment is termed the instane-
ous prevalence rate or simply the prevalence
(p) (Schwalbe et a1. 1977). The prevalence
that a certain infection reaches depends on

many factors, e.g. the contact between the

animals, the resistance of the animals etc.

However, characteristics of the agent itself

plays a major role. It is the experience in
laboratory animal epidemiology that the ob-
served prevalences of a certain agent nor—

mally range within some limits (Hansen et
all 1990, Hansen et al. 1992, Hansen 1992).

In this article, it is assumed that this range is

independent of the population size. More

animals in the colony simply also means
more infected animals. So, independent of

the colony size we should be able to make a

fair guess of the expected prevalence.

A simple calculation 0fthe sample size
If all the infected animals, and only the in-
fected animals, in a population react posi—

tively in a given test system, then the risk of
reaching a false positive by sampling one

animal is

(1) 1-p

This means that if we will only accept this

risk to be C we will have

(2) C =(1-p)S

where S is the sample size. This gives the
formula for the sample size normally used

for health monitoring in colonies of labora—

tory animals (ILAR 1976, Hsu 1980):

log C
3 ‘—

( ) 10g(1-p)
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If we want our examination to have more
than 95 % probability of being correct (the
confidence limit) C is 0.05. It should be no-
ticed that if certain criteria are lined out

prior to sampling, as described under ”ran-
dom sampling”, then the prevalence to be
used is the prevalence in the group sampled
from, and not the over all prevalence in the
colony.

False positives and negatives
Formula 3 is a simplified formula, because
using the term prevalence it is assumed that
this is the real prevalence, which means the
number of animals actually infected with the
organisms. However, in reality is does not

matter how many animals are infected, only
how many we can expect to react positively

in the test system used. E.g. if no infected
animals react positively in the system, then
the chance of reaching a false diagnosis
would be 100%, and we should find some

other test system.

Table 1. Definition of the terms (a) true positives,
(b) false negatives, (0) false positives, (d) true nega-
tives.
 

Test result

 

+ _

Infected a b
Not infected C d
 

Based on table 1 the following formulas can
be made (Wuljj’l976, Martin 1977):

(4) Nosografic sensitivity (N1) =

a Fraction of infected animals reacting
 

a + b positively in the test.

(5) Nosografic specificity (Ny =

d Fraction of non-infected animals

0 + d reacting negatively in the test.

(6) Diagnostic sensitivity (D1) =

d Fraction of negative results caused by

b + d non-infected animals.
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(7) Diagnostic specificity (D2) =

a Fraction of positive results caused by

a + c infected animals.

Sensitivity

Let us use the disease XX as a result of in-
fection with YY as an example. From study-
ing the litterature we know that in infected
colonies 20—40 % of the animals will have
antibodies. So the lowest observed preval-

ence is 0.2. Only 25 0/0 of the animals with
antibodies will have the disease XX charac-
terized by histopathological changes in the
lungs. If we assume that the nosographic

sensitivity of serology is l, which means that
every infected animal has antibodies, then
the nosographic sensitivity of histopathology

of the lungs is 0.25. Now we raise the quest-
ion: ”Is the colony infected with YY?” If we
do serology we will have the sample size S

2 13.4 from formula 3. However, if we do

histopathology, we will first have to calcu-

late the addendum that the low nosographic
sensitivity adds to the probability of re—
aching a false negative diagnosis, as descri-

bed by Adler & Wiggins (1973):

(8) (1-N1)p

which gives a more precise calculation of the

probability of reaching a false negative dia-
gnosis than formula 2, as

(9) C = [((1-N1)p)+ (113)]S

This is the formula to be used for evaluation
of health monitoring results. C values above
0.05 should lead to the rejection of a nega-

tive result. The sample size needed to

achieve C—values less than 0.05 must be cal-

culated as

S 2 log C

10g [((1-N1)p) + (1 -p)]

which in this case means that we have a
sample size S 2 58.4. The nosographic sen-
sitivity being lower for histopathology
means that we will have to sample more ani-
mals. However, if we do so, we shall still

(10)



have exactly the same confidence limit. By
calculating from table 1 we will find, that
the diagnostic sensitivity is low, too, Which

means that we cannot really conclude that

an animal without any changes in the lungs
was not infected with YY. However, we

were only asked the question whether the in-

fection was found in the colony, and that has
been answered.

Specificity
We assumed that all animals infected With
YY made antibodies. Let us assume that YY

cross-react with ZZ, an apathogen bacteria

that 20 % of the animals in the colony har-

bour and make antibodies to. If we fill in
table 1 we will find that the nosographic or
the diagnostic sensitivity is not changed by

this new fact. However, the nosographic spe-
cificity is only 0.80, as only 80 % of the ani-
mals not infected also react negatively, when

tested by serology. The diagnostic specificity
is only 0.56, which means, that if we con-

clude that a seropositive animal is infected

with YY, our diagnosis is only correct in
56 0/o of the cases. If we assume that our co-
lony is only infected with 22, and not with
YY, we would incorrectly diagnose the pre-

sence of YY. So, mathematically, it could be

argued, that the low specificity reduces the

probability of reaching a false negative dia-
gnosis, which can be expressed by changing

formula 9 into (Adler & Wiggins 1973):

(11) C= [((1-N1)p) + N2(1-p)ls

which means that mathematically the

sample size is reduced at a low specificity.

However, even though we would reach a

positive diagnosis by the lower sample size,

the probability that it was correct would also
be low, because the diagnostic specificity

would be low. So, while the problem of a

low nosographic sensitivity can be solved by
sampling more animals, a low nosographic
specificity is unacceptable under all circum-

stances. In the example given above we

could try to solve the problem by combining

e.g. immunofluorescence assay (IPA) and
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enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELI-

SA). If we assume that ELISA does not

cross-react with ZZ, but with QQ, which is

also harboured by 20 0/o of the animals all

making antibodies to it, and we say that a

positive diagnosis is only made if we find

antibodies in both IPA and ELISA, we will

find that the nosographic specificity has
been raised to 0.95 and the diagnostic speci-
ficity has been raised to 0.87. In this case, it
still is not good enough. We cannot accept
that there is still a possibility of 13 % for a
positive result being caused by a non—in-

fected animal. We want the diagnostic speci-
ficity to be at least 0.95. So, let us assume

that 80 % of the animals infected with YY in

IFA have titers above 1:80, while the cross-

reacting microorganism ZZ at maximum
gives rise to a titer of 1:40. If we raise the

cut-off value from the normally used 1:20 to

1:80, we will have a diagnostic and noso-
graphic specificity of 1, while we have re-
duced the nosographic sensitivity to 0.8.

This is, however, acceptable, because this

problem can be solved by sampling more
animals.

Correlation between specificity and

prevalence
Nosographic specificity and sensitivity are

independent of the prevalence. By calcula-
tion one will find that a given nosographic
sensitivity and specificity the diagnostic spe-

cificity is raised if the prevalence is raised,
which means that in the example given

above, the combination of IFA and ELISA
had been acceptable, if the prevalence had

been higher.

Samplingfrequency
A sample taken vizualizes the status at the

moment of sampling. As soon as it has been
taken, it becomes historical. Curiosity only
will dictate when to take the next sample.

By comparing two samplings taken at a cer-
tain interval the last sampling Vill Visualize
whether changes have occurred between the

two samplings.
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One could argue that if we must sample 50
animals to reach a confidence limit above
95 %, and we sample 1 animal every week

we have reached the confident sample size
after a year. If we assume that the infection
in question persists when first having en—
tered an animal unit, the calculation is cor-

rect, but when we have the result we can

only be 95 0/0 sure on the status a year ago,

because if the colony was not infected before
after a half year of sampling had passed, we

shall still have to wait another half year
until we have reached the sample size of 50.

Conclusion
Conclusions on the health status of labora-
tory animal colonies must be based upon a

number of independent observations. Nega-
tive results should only be accepted if C in

formula 9 is less than 0.05. This means that
a low nosographic sensitivity is acceptable,
if the sample size is raised accordingly. Posi-
tive results should only be accepted if the
diagnostic specificity is more than 0.95. The
results are purely historical.

Summary
Sample size, sampling frequency and the import-
ance of random sampling in health monitoring of
colonies of laboratory animals are discussed and
the terms nosographic sensitivity (N1), nosographic
specificity (N2), diagnostic sensitivity {D1}, and
diagnostic specificity (D2) are explained. It is con-
cluded that test systems with a diagnostic specifi-
city above 0.95 should be chosen, while a low
nosographic sensitivity can be accepted, if the
sample size (S) is calculated from the formula

log 0.05

_ log [((1—N1)p)+(1—p)]
in which p is the prevalence.
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Resumé
Stikprovestorrelse, provetagningsfrekvens 0g vig-
tigheden af tilfaeldig proveudtagelse ved udforelse
af sundhedskontrol i forsogsdyrskolonier diskute-
res, ligesom begreberne nosografisk sensitivitet
(N1), nosograflsk specificizet (N2), diagnostisk sen-
sitivitet (D1) 0g diagnostisk specificitel (D2) for-
klares. Det konkluderes, at testsystemer her have
en diagnostisk specificitet over 0.95, mens en lav
nosografisk sensitivitet kan accepteres, hvis stik-
provestgrrelsen (S) beregnes som

log 0.05

H log [((1—N1)p) + (l -p)]
hvor p angiver infektionens forventede praevalens.
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